Slow dynamics in a liquid crystal: 1H and 19F NMR relaxometry.
Spin-lattice relaxation rates (R(1H) and R(1F)) of two nuclear species ((1)H and (19)F) are measured at different temperatures in the isotropic phase of a liquid crystal (4(')-butoxy-3(')-fluoro-4-isothiocyanatotolane-4OFTOL), over a wide range of Larmor frequency (10 kHz-50 MHz). Their dispersion profiles are found to be qualitatively very different, and the R(1F) in particular shows significant dispersion (varying over two orders of magnitude) in the entire isotropic range, unlike R(1H). The proton spin-lattice relaxation, as has been established, is mediated by time modulation of magnetic dipolar interactions with other protons (case of like spins), and the discernable dispersion in the mid-frequency range, observed as the isotropic to nematic transition is approached on cooling, is indicative of the critical slowing of the time fluctuations of the nematic order. Significant dispersion seen in the R(1F) extending to very low frequencies suggests a distinctly different relaxation path which is exclusively sensitive to the ultra slow modes apparently present in the system. We find that under the conditions of our experiment at low Zeeman fields, spin-rotation coupling of the fluorine with the molecular angular momentum is the dominant mechanism, and the observed dispersion is thus attributed to the presence of slow torques experienced by the molecules, arising clearly from collective modes. Following the arguments advanced to explain similar slow processes inferred from earlier detailed ESR measurements in liquid crystals, we propose that slowly relaxing local structures representing such dynamic processes could be the likely underlying mechanism providing the necessary slow molecular angular momentum correlations to manifest as the observed low frequency dispersion. We also find that the effects of the onset of cross-relaxation between the two nuclear species when their resonance lines start overlapping at very low Larmor frequencies (below ~400 kHz), provide an additional relaxation contribution.